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T h e c a t h o d i c d e 1 am i n a t 1 ,:, n t:, e h .:1. '·-' i c, r r o f a 2 5 ~l rn 
polybutadiene coatina on 2braded low carbon steel 
studied over the temperature range 8 to 73ac at 
, ,.1.=, ·=. \ ..... ~ 
- • 920 t) SCE • Delaminatian experiments were extensively 
s t u d i e d I n O • 5 ITflJ 1 .3. r '5 0 1 u t i Cr n =· C:1 f L i C 1 ' r--~ ~- (: 1 ' ~( c: 1 ' F.: b C 1 
and CsCl and additional experiments were studied in 0.5 
molar solutions of MgC1 2 and Cac1 2 at selected elevated 
t ernp er· at u res. 
Cathodic ~~l~mination is normally characterized by the 
delamination rate in cm2h~-1 and the delay time . •n 
hours. However, due to the unidirectional abraded 
surface~ the de laminated area grow~ elliptically rather 
than circularly from an intentionally introduced defect. 
The el 1 iptical growth is characterized by the major and 
minor axis· lenythening rates in mmhr-1 ,with the major 
-3. X i =· a. 1 I.J.J ·:I. Y S . rn the direction of the abrasion 1 inesw 
t e rr1 p e r- .:c. t u r e s. gr· e ct. t e- r· t h ·='- n 3 =j· C , t h e 1 e n g t h e n i n g r· a t e 
ratio~ major axis/minor . - ... , I S 
•:::.4. ·"' ' is approximately ~qua1 
- , , 
·='· ; j ~- 1 K .::e. 1 ; rr, e t c1. 1 c h l c, r· i d e =· o 1 u t i c, n =· • 
)elaminatiun tests yield 
~- 1 i n e a. r r· e i a t i on sh i p 
At 
arr,on g 
d e 1 arr, i n a. t e d a r· e -~. •.) e r· s. u ~- /_.(, time and l~ngth versus t i rne for-
t h e ·='· 1 k a l i me t a. l c h l c, r i de ~- o 1 u t i on s • Generally, 
1 
------- --
delamination rates and lenothenino rates increase in the 
- -
order Li Cl, NaCl, KCl, RbCl and CsCl. The delay times 
increase in the opposite order. Very 1 ittle delamination 
is- observed in the other solutions. 
Arrhenius plots based on the delamination rate, inverse 
delay time, and lengthening (minor) rate are 1 inear over 
the entire test temperature range and yield values from 
10 to 12 Kcal/mole. Generally, the relative value of the 
activation energy follows the alkali metal cation 
hydration number with Li yielding the highest value and Cs 
the 1 owest. 
Activation energies based on the major axis lengthening 
rate are about 3 to 4 Kcal/mole lower than the others. 
This is apparently due to enhanced diffusion, either 
' e 
laterally br throuqh the coatinq as a result of 
- -
anisotropic wetting of the abraded surface. 
The determined activation energies are consistent with a 
diffusion process through the coating. The most probable 
rate 1 imiting diffusing species is water which is required 
for both the cathodic reaction and the transport of other 
reactants. 
2 
- . --- -~-----
(J 
CHAPTER 1. I N1'RODUCT I ON TO CATHODIC DE LAM I NAT I ON 
Cathodic de1amination is defined as the loss of adhesion 
between a polymer coating and metal subst~ate due to a 
cathodic reaction. It is observed on cathodically 
protected pipelines, automobiles and photoresist coatings 
i n t h e e 1 e c t r on i '<=-: s i r, du s t r y • In these cases, adhesion 
loss results in a larger applied current for corrosion 
protection, visible rust and a loss of circuit d~tail, 
respectively. An understanding of the fundamentals which 
control cathodic delamination is necessary to prevent 
future coatino failures. 
-
.. 
The primary factors controlling cathodic delamination are 
the substrate, environment (electrolyte) and coating. 
These control dela1nination b>' affecting either the 
cathodic r~action rate, the transport of reactants or the 
pH at the delamination front. The reactants affected are 
oxygen, water, counter ions for charge neutralization, 
anions and electrons. 
A cathodic polarization curve for steel in 0.5M NaCl 
is shown in Figure 1-1. Two dc~inant reactions are 
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H 2o + 1/202 + 2e- = 20H-
and 
2H2.o + 2e- = H 2 + 20H-
1 • 1 
1 • 2 
where reactions 1.1 and 1.2 are the reduction of oxyoen 
-
and hydrogen evolution, respectively. It is gener-ally 
-
accepted that i t is the hydroxyl ion that is pr i mar i 1 y 
responsible for cathodic delamination [1-10]. 
The rate of reactions 1.1 and 1 .2 is determined by the 
catalytic activity of the substrate [2]. For example, 
aluminum yields small cathodic currents from reaction 1.1 
as compared to steel and thus exhibits very slow cathodic 
delamination cornpared to steel [2]. The cathodic reactions 
i , . .,,. 
can be ~ontroll~d through chemical modification of the 
oxide [11] or phosphating [2]. 
Surface preparation techniques, such as alkaline cleaning, 
polishing and abrasive grinding affect the cathodic 
delarnination rate [8] by affectinc the kinetics of 
-
reactions 1.1 or 1.2, the pH at the delamination front or 
the lateral transport of reactants. Figure 1-2 shows two 
typical delaminated samples: (a) is a photoresist coating 
on smooth copper [12] and (b) is a polybutadiene coating 
"' 
on 240 grit abraded steel [13]. Notice the smooth copper 
surface yields a circular delamination area whereas on the 
5 
Fi gur·e 1-2 
( c4.) ( b '1 
'\, I' 
The effect c,f s.u r f a.c e pr- e, o a.rat i on on 
de 1 a.mi r, at i on ch -p-
-· I -c:'. t' IS illustrated for· 
p h c, t o r· e s i -=· t cc,a.ting on srnoo th copper-{ t, ·.! 




on 240 . t a.braded grt 
( - ..., 
'\ c ... a. 
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' 
ab r a.de d s amp 1 e , · . t h e de 1 am i n a t i on are a i s e 1 1 i p t i c a l ,~, i th 
t h e 1 on g or ma j or· ax i s· a. 1 ways i n t h.e ab r as i or, d i r e c t i on • 
' 
Environmental conditions such as oxygen concentration, • 
temperatu~e, cation, anion and solvent aff~ct 
delamination Kinetics. Increasing the temperature 
increases the delamination rate in a relationship that 
is given by the Arrhenius rate equation. This activated 
pr.ocess is associated 1.1., i th a diffusion control 1 ed 
Ca th:,jd·:_-i c de lam Ina t i ·c,n r.3.tes a·r--e very de pendent· or, the 
., 
. 
electrolyte solution. Cat.ions affect the rate to a much-
•;ar·eate-.r d·e.ar-ee than an:i c,ns. C 14]. The trend for i.n.creas i r10 
~ ' ~ . .. •' . . . 
. ' . ' . -
d, .. e 1 am· i, ·n.a t i o.n .r a. t e s are f or c a t i on ·~ : L i + , Na.+ , K+ , Cs+ , a,.ra d 
for anions: Br~, Cl-, F-. This trend is also observed 
in ·the d.if~usion coefficient ·of the cati·ons, activity of 
th.e i r ·r,yd·r-c,x i ,je and oppos i te to t.ha t of the i,.. respective 
h)'•:frat··; or, numbers a.s sho1>.•n in Table 1-1. Al 1 of these 
pr·bperties may affect delamination kinetics. A 1 inear 
relationship is observed ~etween the diffusion coefficient 
·,·,,, ;,. 
, .... '-\ . 
.. ' 
'· 
Tr,e c,oa. t ,,i no~ is tt-,e ·, •J ft i mate barrier- for· 1:"l~.a.c tan t. 
,. . -~~·-: ,_ r.:_;.~ .. -, . 
. 1·: .. ··:: ~/,:.:~'{;·';.~~·-)/ ·. 
• '.. - ' 
', ~ ' -.. • • • f ·~! .•• ·,.. ,-
. ' 
-
tr· an sp or- t . Hc,t.,...a·e v er- , •Ali t ·h, t ,i me , 
. . . 
. . 
·. --,. . 
. .,,_ . 
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( ' - ' .... .,. . . " -
• .. ,·, ·, .- . 
. -· ·. . \• 
,·_, .. 
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Table 1-1. ·sumrnary of pertinent a1Ka1 i metal ·data in 






































A is the activity coefficient in a 0.5M a1Ka1 i chloride 
solution. 
·s i s t ta e a c t i v I t y t o·e f f i c· ·i e r1 t. i n· a O • 5M a 1 K a 1 l h·Y d r ox -i de 
so.-1 u ti on. 
~-
c: is the di ffu~. i c,n ct;ef .. f i c i ·e-n t i-·n a O. 5t--1 a 1 kal l ch 1 or i"-de 
solution <x1os cm2sec~t). 
Dis the 1 imi·ting diffusion coefficient in an alkali 
chloride solut·ian ·<same units as C). 
Eis the catfon hydrat-ion nornber. 
:J:,. 
8 . . 
·. 
are lost. I n a t a t·h o d i c de ·1 anti n a t i on e x p e r i me n t , t h i s 
ti me is ·def ·i n:e·d a~s the de·l a.Y t i·me which is the t i,me that 
de l am i n .a t i on be 9 i rs .s ~..- t a l i n e a r· r a t e l.-'J i t h r e s p e c t t o t i me • 
T:h e .de l a y t i rn e i s ·p r op or t i on a l t o t h e c c, a t i n g th i c K n e s s 
.s.quared T 7, 15] by t.,he re 1 at i oh;5.h i p: 








d·e l a.y err 1 ·ao t irr,e 
. -
d'·i ff 1J s i O't''.'J c oe ff i c i e·n t 
co~ting thickness 
whic·h is also commonly .obse.rved f.o.r diffusiori 




e q u a·t i on. i. • 3 a:ri.d t ·he: ·'-l a.r .; .~.ti.l e. s ;. t an ·d T, a·r e se par a ..t ed., 
·t.her, the r·e lat i on:~.h i p : 
lbg 1/t ·= log K - Q/2.3R (1/T) 1 • 4 
.'), wh~re= K = con~tan·t 
1) = a.c ·t i:•i a· t i or1 e n e.·r .g y 
T ,~-== t .e m·p·e r a.· tu.r e 
R = univ.efsa1 ga.s constant 
is found i..vh i .ch ·shotA..ls a 1 i' r,ear ·r·e lat i. o.nsh· i p be·tt1Jeen. ·the 
' l c, g i n •-.> e .r =· e Ci f· t h e de l a y t i rr1 e :~ n d 1 /T· • 
.. , 
·The D ref·er·.r·~.d t(:i in' ·equ·at ·i .on 1 •. ·3 is presumed to be the: 
b.later- penatra.tes the coatln·g, r-eatts with c,xygen at th.e 
,, 
electrode surface and forms hydroxyl 
• ions. The pH at the 
del ami nat i r,g front has been rneasured to be as high 
[ 1 7 J • 
There are four proposed failure mechanisms for the 
cathodic delamination of a coating. All agree that 





Leidheiser (18] believes that dissolution of iron oxid~ 
occurs at the· potential and pH developed under the coating 
as shown by the Pourbaix diagram in Figure 1-3. Ritter 
and Kruger [17,19] conclude that dissolution and growth of 
oxide films on coated iron occur during cathodic 
delamination as studied in situ with ellipsometry. 
Dickie and co-workers, usi~g ESCA techniques, determined 
that coating failure is due to polymer saponification 
(20,21] which leaves a carboxylate species on the surface. 
Castle and Watts [3,22], using ESCA and SEM analysis, 
found evidence for both saponification and oxide 
dissolution as the mode of failure; each associated with a 
r s p e c i f i c d i f f u··s i on a 1 p a t h • 
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and consists of aqueous displacement of the coating from 
the base metal. Displacement is caused by alKal ine 
solutions whose pH should not be high enough to cause 
oxide dissolution. 
I 
A recently proposed mechanism for delamination by Thornton 
et.al. [9], consists of the attack of a "weak boundary 
layer" between the coating and metal. When the interfacel 
becomes saturated with OH-, water will diffuse into the 
boundary layer and disrupt the dispersion forces betwejn 
the polymer and metal. 
Th e s e p r op o s e, d rri e c h a r, i -:.ms f or c a t h o d i c./,cd e 1 arr, i n a t. i c.-r, a 1 1 
.. ~ 
a.gree that it is the hydroxyl ion that causes the 1 oss~ of 
adhesion. All of the theories may partially explain 
a.dhesion loss, but they fail to determine specifically the 
diffusional paths for reactants. It is only through this 
understanding that cathodic delamination can be controlled 
throu~h better coatings, surface preparation or base metal 
selection. 
Through an investigation on the effect of temperature and 
cation.on delamination behavior, it is hoi:•ed that ~n 
under-st,and i ng of the rate control l i ng reaction car, be 
achieved. Calculated activ.ation energies can be compared 
12 
I 
to published activation energies for diffusion of water. 
oxygen or cations through 
so1 ut ion. 
the c a::aa t i n q and 
-
. 
1 n aquec,us 
Castle and Watts suggest that diffusion paths exist 
both through the coating and under the coating during 
cathodic delamination. Campbell and Mitchenson (10] 
""•~ - ·-urP.d 11 '. - ~. ::- - the current to a cathodically polarized epoxy 
powder coating on steel and found a discontinous flow of 
. r current. The discontinuities are associated with H2o and o2 
diffusion through the coating producing local cathodes 
ahe~.d of the disbanded coating followed by a . . . 
.J .:- ! n I n g c:) f 
t h E' S- E' C ~- t r, 0 de S • 
Aqueous pathways under the coating are reported by 
Koehler [5] to be re~pon~ible for adhesion loss. F' Ci s s i t• 1 :~·· 
t h e s arn e t ~,, p e of p a t h '=· c au s e t h e, j o i n i n g of . 1 c, c -:t. 1 c -:c. t h ode s 
,j i s ,: u s s e d ab o v e • Pathways may be enhanced by substrate 
preparation as Koehler (4] show~ delamination to follow a 
preferred route along an ·inscrib~d scratch on the 
substrate, similar to the preferred routes on abraded 
s. t e t? 1 ( as. ·=-h o,A, n i n F , g u r e 1 - 2 • ) l e ad i n g t c, e 1 1 i p t i c a. 1 
de 1 -:r.rn i n .:;. t , c,n ,~r- c,1_ ... 1 th • r t . T !:. r- IT1 a . I O r, 
reduced by abrasive blasting, thus making it more 
~ 
difficult to get cathudic de1amination. 
1 ·':, 
·-· 
" . .,,. 
Water, cations and oxygen are the three components of the 
bu1K solution that must diffuse to the coating/metal 
interface. The importance of water has been discussed 
earlier~ Ion uptake by the coating, both with and ~ithout 
an intentioanal defect, has been studied by Parks [23] 
using radioactive tracers for Na, Cs and Cl in solution. 
The results show that ion uptake is sufficient to support 
cathodic delamination but they do not clearly distinguish 
between diffusional pathways. 
Coatings without a defect indicate that ion diffusion 
occurs only after water has penetrated the coatinQ and the 
-
rate of penetration is dependent on the ion hydration 
number (24). The faster ions are those with smaller 
hydration numbers. ·" -~ 
The diffusion of oxygen through polyethylene and acrylic 
films immersed in aqueous a1Ka1 i chloride solutions is 
dependent on the cation (25] and increases in the order 
Li Cl, NaCl and KCl. This behavior is reasoned to be due 
to the relative sizes of the hydrated cations which block 
~diffusional pathways through the coating [24]. 
r/ 
I n s u mm a r· y , t h e d i f f u s i on c• f i on s an d ox >" g e n t h r- c, u gt·, 




dependent on the relative size of the hydrated ion. In 
addition to ions and oxygen, water diffusion is also 
affected by hydrated . ions • 
• 
15 
Chapter 2. 8<PERIMEt-~TAL PROCEC•LIRE 
,, 1 .. . Panel preparation 
1010 sheet steel (Q-Panels), 3x10 inches, were wet abraded 
2 times with 240 grit SiC metal lographic papers, followed 
by rinsing and wiping in running distilled water, . . r1ns1ng 
in methanol and wiping dry. 
inch sections before coating. 
They were sheared into 3x4 
Immediately after shearing, panels were spin coated with 
polybutadiene [30] and cured between 185-190 ac for 10 
rr, i n u t e =· • A f t e r· ,: c• c, J i r, g , a. =· e r: o n d c c, a t '·"·' a s a p p 1 i e d -~- n d 
cured for 20 mjnutes. This two-coat method resulted 1n a 
coating thickness of 2sµm (1 mil) (thickness 
- .. 
measurements were determine&with a PPG Elconometer). The 
thick coat was necessary to 1 imit any delam1nation 
initiated at coating defects other than the intentionally 
introduced defect. 
Coated panels were sheared into 1 x 2 inch samples and a 
1 mm hole drilled into one end for attachinQ a lead wire. 
-
The uncoated backside of the panel was protected by 
attaching one half microsLope slide with silicone 
cau1King. The edges were protected by painting· a 
. . thick coat of an epoxy polyamide coating on all rerna.1 n Ing 
1 • ..:, 
.. -
) 
expo-:.ed s. tee l • Panels were stored in a desiccator for at 
1 e as t 1 0 d a. y s p r i or·.. t o t e '=· t i n ,;, • 
2.2 Delarnination tests 
c, €' l a rn i n a t i c, n 
I 
tests were conducted in 0.5 molar<M> 
solutions of Li Cl, NaCl, KCl, RbCl and CsCl. Solutions of 
Cac1 2 and Znc1 2 weri used on a 1 imi ted ba=is. A 1 1 
solution~ were made from reaaent grade salts or better and 
d i '=· t i 1 l ~ ,j ,,.. .. , .:c. t e r- • Just prior to testing, a defect 
" 
approximately 1mm 1n diameter was intentionally punche~ 
into the coating and the coated panel was inserted into 
an el~ctrolyte and polarized to -.920 ±.010 V vs SCE. 
Potentials were maintained with potentiostats described 
by Baboian [31). A schematic diagram of the experimental 
set-up is ~hown in Figure 2-1. 
Expo~ure time~ were varied dependent upon temperature and 
Since time versus delamination area ex-
hi bits a 1 inear relationship for polybutadiene [2], 
panels we~e removed at random times depending upon whether 
a significant amount of delamination occurred since the 
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The delaminated coating was removed with Scotch Tape and a 
trace of the delaminated area was made on a second piece 
of tape. The area was measured using the Zeiss MOP-3 and 
the length and width with a ruler. For a delamination 
area of less than .05 cm2, area measurements were made 
on a 10x10mm grid graph paper. 
2.3 Cathodic potenti6dynamic polarization tests 
Potentiodynamic SLans were made on a PAR 350A Corrosion 
. 
Measurement system on steel discs which were wet abraded 
"th .i.Q0. ·t _.,.. t 11 h" S w, v ~ gr, ~IL me a oqrap IL papers .. cans were run 
, 
"t r· C=rT1 -c. CO;· r· 
-1 .2 V SCE at a scan rate of 0.5 mV/sec. Arr 
initial 300 se~ond delay was used prior to polarization to 
a. ] 1 C•IJ.J t h t:' C• Cr t €' n t i -:t. l ... to stat,11 . I Z €' • 
19 
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3. E)(PER I t·1Et~TAL RESLIL TS 
,-, 1 
.:., . Delamination area versus time 
T~e·delaminated area is plotted as a 1 inear function of 
t i rn i? f ,:: r· e ~- c h ~- 1 K a 1 i rn e t a 1 c h 1 c, r i d e- s o 1 u t i c, n a t a. 1 1 t t? s t 
temperatures. Figure 3-1, a-e, shows the data at 
temperatures of 8, 35, 53 and 73°C, respectivelz, 
··-i or· e a. c h e 1 e c t r· o 1 y t e • The :- l-'op e of the 1 in e 
the delamination rate in cm2hr-1 and the intercept 
=, <:, 
...... -
at area= 0 is the delay time. Table 3-1 ~ummarizes these 
values as determined by a least ~quares analysis. 
The correlation co~fficient, r, ~hows the data to fit a 
1 inear curve. The lowest value of r is obtained at room 
temperature and thus more data points were collected for 
d ~1-rr=,..-t,·-r 
- "=· I I I I ~- • '-' I experiments at room temperature. 
Note that at each temperature a different scale is used 
and comparison between figures should be done with care. 
. 1 ,, -H ::-0 ~ because delamination in 0.5M LiCl i s mu c h s 1 c,1;.J e r 
th~.n the so 1 •J t i c, r, s a. t ~: and a C' a different 
b . 1 - I .- 1- ,:: <= ~ <=.. I -':J. ::. _ , _. _. -· _ _ a. e i s •.J se d. 
3.2 Delamination length versus time 
Another way to characterize the behavior of the ~amples, 
0 
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( t"\C,'41' I) 
( - ) 
•. d. 
Delamination are.a vs time for 0.5M alKal i 
metal chloride solutions at -.920 V SCE as a 
function of temperature: (at 8,·Cb) 23, (c) 
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besides delamination area versus time, is to plot the 
length of the delaminated area versus time. 
- -. Since the 
d~laminated area is el 1 iptica1, two lengths are incJuded: 
\ 
·:\ rn a j · ,:, r ax i =· , p a r· a. 1 1 e 1 t o · t h e ab r ad e d =· u r· f -~ c e s t r· i a t i on =· , 
and a minor axis, perpendicular to the striations. Thes.e 
data are plc,tted in Figure 3-2 for all test temper·atures .• 
The slopes for the graphs shown in Figure 3-2 are listed 
i n Ta. b 1 e ::: - 2 • These slopes define the lengthening rat! . 1n 
rr1rnh r - 1 • Notice that the lengthening rate is dependent 
upon the direction of the abrasion striations. 
3.3 Arrhen i u·.=- 11 l 1-i t ·: t- - • -1 
The Arrhenius rate equation: 
1/t ":• 1 ._, . 
t.\Jh ere : t - +- • 
- ... 1 me 
A --- preexpor1en t_i a.1 constant --
Q - ac t i •.J at i on enerqy -
R uni versa·1 ga ·:; constant 
T temperature . K - 1n 
1s plotted as log 1/t I I ,C 
.,,. -· 1/T resulting in a 1 inear 
graph of the form: 
log A - (Q/2.3R)1/T 
i f Eq u a. t i on 3. 1 1s characteristic of the rate controll inq 
-
r· er a c t i ,:, n • 
; ' ·-~·.' . . ·. '.-:. ,, . • ': 't';' !.' ·1·-~· .-... :. 
. . \ 
-
___ ......,.._. ________ -i------l---.loi~.-.l:--------'------~-t-----1r-1iv-aG-l -
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• • ,. •. .. TIMI <J..e"Y•> 
( a) 
Figure 3-2. Delamination length vs time for 0.5M alkali 
metal chloride solutions at -.·920 V SCE as a 
function of temperature: (a) 8, (b) 23, (c) 
35, (d) 53 and (e)73 ac. 
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Figures 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5 are Arrhenius ·P 1 ots ba.sed on 
delamination rate, delay time, and lengthening rate, 
ri:ws.pec ti ,..,e 1 :.r. Th e -5 1 op e of t h e 1 i n e i s p r op or t i c, n a 1 t o 
the activation energy of the reaction. 
determined by a least squares analysis, 
These values, as 
. 
.a-. r e Q 1 ... ., e n 
' -
in Table 
3-3. The ,:,:,r·re 1 .at ion coefficients ,.,.,ere al 1 equa 1 to or 
greater than .96 in~icating very good fit to Equation 
'j - . 
._.- L.. 
.-, _ ... 
.;., . .., ---.~-d· 1_. ?. '· : ! 1_, j ,: potentiodynamic polarization tests 
1: a. t h o ,j i c: p o· t e n t i o d y n am i c p c, 1 a r i z a t i on c u r v e s a. r e sh own I n 
F i g u r· €- •-:, .. ._.-.~ f Cir· uncoated base steel 
solutions of Li Cl, NaCl and KCl. 
samples tested in 0.5M 
Two important parameters 
to notice are the corrosion potential and the current 
.. 
density at the potential of the cathodic delamination 
tests. These values are given in Table 3-4. 
3.5 Results from other solutions 
Delamination tests were run in 0.5M MgC1 2 and Cac1 2 
solutions at elevated temperatures because these solutions 
exhibit extremely slow delamination rates at room 
temp'=' r a.tu re [ 2 J • Experiments were run under the same 
conditions as before. E t C''jD r. •.) e n ·='- • ._, ._. _. , delamination was 














































































,c 1 93 < 1 /I(> 
(a.) 
4 
Arrhenius plots of delamination rate for 
0.5M alkali metal chloride solutions: 
<a) Li C 1 , ( t,) ~Ja.C 1 , ( c) KC 1 , ( d) RbC 1 and 
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10 3 (1/K) 
< a) 
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,.Ar-:ri-renius plot·.s of inve.rse. de·,lay time forl 
O·. 5M a 1 ka 1 i me ta.··1 ch:10.·r-.i ·de $01 u ti ons: 
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3 3.5 4 
1 .,,..- T x 1 03 < 1 ; K > 
( - ) cl . . 
F.i gur·.e, 3: ... ·5.~ Arrt1:en i us p 1 ots c•f l errgthen i ng ra·~e for-
.o • ··sM a 1 I< a. l i me t ~- 1 c :ri l or i de so. l u t J on s .: 
( a) L i c· 1 , ( t:• ) t~ ~. C: l , ( c ) KC l , ( d) .Rb(:·] a ra d'. 
(e:): Cs:Cl • · CJ Ma,j or axis + f\1l:nor .axi .s 
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Examination of samples from a second experiment run for 
72 hour~ at 35ac shows a white precipitate formed at 
the d~fect as in Figure 3-7. Figure 3-7 shows that the 
. ·; •'· / · ... 
. . 
coating started to delaminate during the test. The high 
pH under the coating caused the apparent precipitation of 
Mg(OH) 2 and CaC~ , which are Known to precipitate at 
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Chapter 4. THE CATION EFFECT ON THE CATHODIC 
DELAMINATro~l OF POLYBLITADIENE 
4.1 The general effect of alkali metal cations and 
ternperature on the rate of cathodic. delarnination 
' 
The effect of alkali cations [2,8] and temperature [8] 
on cathodic delamination has been reported previously by 
others. However, these data do not include the effect of 
RbCl ~ The Rb+ ion is interesting because in dilute 
. 
solutions, it exhibits a larger diffusion coefficient than 
the other alKal i metal chlorides [27]. A difficulty in 
the in terpre tat ion of resu 1 ts w i th RbCl· is the 1 acK of 
information concerning its behavior in concentrated 
solutions such as those used in this study • 
... 
-:; 
The gen~ral trend reported in the 1 iterature for room 
temperature, and herein for all test temperatures, is that 
delamination increases in the order LiCl < NaCl < KCl < 
CsCl. RbCl behaves very s·imilarly to CsCl, sometimes 
yielding a slower delamination rate and sometimes a 
faster rate. The discrepency is probably a result of 




~ The delaminated ar~a increased linearly with time at all 
temperatures, although the scatter in the data was greater 
at the lower temperatures. 
The delay times do not reflect as consistent a trend as 
the delamination rates. Generally, KCl exhibits the 
shortest delay time followed by CsCl, RbCl, NaCl and 
Li Cl. However, the differences between solutions diminish 
~ 
with incr~asing temperature. For example, LiCl and CsCl 
solutions yield a delay time of 400 hours and 40 hours, 
respectively, at sac, a ratio 100 times. At 
73•c, the delay times are 3 and 2 hours, respectively. 
Test temperature affects the relative delamination rates 
between solutions just as in the case of the delay time, 
but to a 1 e':-:.er degree. For exarnp 1 e, the de 1 cr.m i na ti c,n 
rates in LiCl 'and CsCl solutions at sac are .0003 and 
.0018 cm2hr-1, respectively, resulting in a ratio 
of 6 times. On the other hand, at 73ac, the 
r e s p e c t i v e de 1 am i n a t i or, r a t e ~- a r e • 0 2 8 4 an d • 0 8 .:!• 8' 
cm2hr-1, a ratio of only 3 times; thus, 
t e rn p e r a t u r- e a f f e c t s t t, e de 1 a y t i me t c, a mu c h gr e a t e r-
... 
degree than the delamination rate. 
60 
I 
In summary, increasing test temperature decreases the 
del a.mi nation behavior· differences between al Kali n,etal 
chloride solutions. The differences are not attributed to 
the rate of the cathodic reaction since the cathodic 
polarization curves are similar for the a1Ka1 i metal 
halide solutions. It appears that as temperature 
increases, the transport across the coating or laterally 
from the defect approaches a similar value for all 
so 1 u ti ons. 
4.2 The general effect of cations and temperature on 
the shape of the delaminated area 
A smc,c,th coated surface delami·nates circularly fr·orr, a 
defect. However, a unidirectionally abraded surface 
yields a delaminated area which grows in an elliptical 
shape characterized by a major and minor . axis. The ·t ength 
of these axes increases approximately 1 inearly with time. 
Initially, the growth of the delaminated area follows a 
cicular shape but with time becomes elliptical with the 
major axis in the direction of the abrasion 1 ines. 
Table 4-1 shows the elliptical growth behavior through the 
lengthening rate ratio, major axis/minor axis, as a 
. function of test temperature. Note that for temperatures 





Table 4-1. Average lengthening rate ratio, 
major axis/minor axis, as a function 
of temperature. 
Temperature 














NaCl KCl RbCll 
2.8 
2.0 
1 • 5 
1. 4 




. 1. 6 
1. 3 
6 ,-, ~ 
2. 1 
1 • 8 
1 • 7 
1 • 4 






1 • 4 
1 • 7 
. . 
• 
essentially equal for a11 electnolytes. Twq possible 
reasons for the elliptical growth are: (a) anisotropic 
lateral diffusion from the defect and (b) anisotropic 
chemical potential gradient across the coating due to 
nonuniform ion distribution under the delaminated coating. 
Delay times for the lengthening process do not exhibit 
well defined trends. The majority of length versus time 
c u r· v e s i n t e r· s e c t t h e or d i n a t e s c a 1 e a t a p r c, x i ma t e 1 y 1 mm 
which i·s about the d:.iameter of the intentional defect • .... J 
4.3 Cation and temperature effects during cathodic 
polarization 
•.. 
The polarization curves of abraded steel panels in 
solutions of 0.5M Li Cl, NaCl and KCl are not significantly 
different although the delamination behavior 
. 
1 ~- very 
different among these solutions. All solutions yield 
about the same corrosion potential and current density at 
the potential used for delamination studies; thus 
indicating that the catalytic activity of the base steel 
and diffusion of oxygen to the surface in the electrolyte 
a.re nc,t the cause of the differences ir, delaminatic,n. It 
is Known that metals with low catalytic activity, such as 




4.4 Results from other solutions 
Delamination behavior· was studied in soluti.ons o.f MgC1
2 
and Cac1 2 at elevated temperatures because these solutions 
exhibit negligible delamination at room temperature [2]. 
No si9n.ificant delamination was observed at 53•c in 
e i the r- so 1 u ti on after 100 h.ou rs.. Both so 1 u t i on s ext, i bi t e d 
-
precipitation at the defect that might have blocked any 
pc, s s i b 1 e · 1 a t e r a 1 rr, i gr· a t i on fr om t h e de f e c t c, f w a t e r , 
oxygen or cati.ons, or migration of OH·- from· the 
delaminating front. 
Closer examination of the defect with a SEM revealed that 
precipitation had occurred under the delaminated coating, 
This observation indicates that some delamination occurred 
prior to precipitation. Initially, a pH high enough to 
begin de1aminatic,r, rnight exist due to supersaturation 
causing precipitation of Mg and Ca products [32]. The 
precipitati~n suggests that the pH of the 1 iquid adjacent 
to the defect is buffered by the formation of an insoluble 
product and that it does not reach high enough values to 
continue de-lamination. Also, the complete arresting of 
delamination indicates that lateral mioration may be 
-
an important factor since no further delamination occurred 








Activation energies calculated from Arrhenius plots ot the 
delamination rate, delay time, and lenctheninc rate are of 
- -
the same general magnitude. The plots are 1 inear over a 
wide temperature range indicating the same rate 1 imiting 
reaction, such as oxygen, water or cation diffusion, over 
the temperature range studied. 
Several experimental conditions that could affect the rate 
controll ino reaction change with increasing temperature. 
Increasing temperature decreases the corrosion potential, 
thus decreasing the overpotential. Also, the oxygen 
-=· o l u t, i 1 i t ::.~ i n t h e e 1 e ,: t r o 1 :-.' t e d e c r e a s e s a n d 'J i -:. c o "=· i t ~r' 
decreases with increasing temperature. Even though these 
f -~. c t c, r· =· c h a. n g e , t t-, e 1 i n e a r· t, e h av i ,:, r c, f t h e Ar· r h e n i u s p 1 c• t s 
s u g g e s t -=· t h a. t t h e r a t e c on t r o 1 1 i r, g r e a c t i on i s n O't 
significantly affected by these changes. 
The activation energies as determined from the 
delamination area results show that LiCl and NaCl yield 
the highest values followed by KCl, RbCl and CsCl. The 
hiqher values may be attributed to the structure-forming 
properties of the ~alt~ in water [33] which cause an 




Table 4-2. Relative viscosity, ~/~o as a function of 
temperature [34]. 
rremperature Electrolyte 
•c Li Cl NaCl KCl RbCl C<;Cl 
18 1 • 0 74 1.040 0.989 0. 9E:O 0.972 
25 1.069 1. 040 0.997 0.990 0.985 ;-
'='5 
"-' - - 1 • 007 - -
40 1.060 1.053 - - -
45 - 1 .015 -
' 60 1. 060 1 • 060 
. 
~o is the viscosity of water at the given temperature. 
-
. 
This structure wi 11 affect.,.aqueous diffusion and may 
I 
affect the absorption and diffusion of water in the 
coating. 
Activation energies found from the delay times are very 
similar to the values determined from the delamination 
rates with the exception of measurements made in KCl. The 
high energy for KCl may be due to anion effects on the 
rate 1 imiting reaction since the transport number for K+ 
decreases with increasing temperature, measured in 
solutions up to 0.1N [35]. The anion effects are more 
prominent in KCl, where the ions' hydration spheres are of 
similar size, compared to the other electrolytes. 
Activation energies calculated for each lengthening rate 
show that the minor axis has a relatively hioher 
-
activation _energy tha.n the major axis and is similar 
to the energy calculated from both delamination rate 
and delay times. 
The different activation energies for lengthening along 
the major and minor axes may be caused by the nonuniform 
wetting of the panel surface. Distilled water, 0.5M 
solutions of LiCl, NaCl, and KCl all show enhanced wetting 
in the direction of abrasion striations at room 
' 
'"· 
temperature. This anisotropic wetting may promote either 
moPe rapid lateral migration from. the defect or diffusion 
through the coating because of a greater chemical 
potential gradient, depending on the cathodically produced 
hydroxyl ions being repelled from the most negative 
potential at the defect. 
4.6 A comparison between activation energies for cathodic 
d~lamination and other processes 
The only reported activation energy for cathodic 
delamination is by Leidheiser and Wang [8] for 
polybutadiene on galvanized steel. They report a value of 
; 
9.5 kcal/mole over the temperature range 11 to 31•c 
in 0.5M NaCl. This value is slightly less than the values 
from this study which were determined over a much larger 
temperature range and are presumably m~~e accurate. 
J. Wang [36] determined the activation energy for bulk 
water diffusion to be 4.6 kcal/mole. However, the 
activation energy for diffusion of water in confined 
internal volumes, such as exist in zeol ites, can range 
form 8.7 to 11.0 kcal/mole [37]. This "capillaryu effect 
may exist in polymers if one considers diffusion in 
polymers as transport through narrow hollow cylinders as 
described by Crank and ParK [16]. 
68 





exhibit activation energies for water vapor diffusion 1n 
the range of 10-16 Kcal/mole [38]. 
Activation energies for gas permeation through polymers 
are in the generaJ range of 6-12 kcal/mole between 
temperatures C•f .-, 1 .• ,-, D r ..:. - '~ 1:. -· C ·':• r, ] ·-· .,. . (1x yge n di ff us i on 
through polybutadiene exhibits an activation energy of 
Kcal/mole from 25 to soac [40]. I to [ 41 ] r· e p c,r ts 
lower diffusion rates for oxygen in polymers in high 
humidity environments because of an 
. . 
! ncre a-:.e t n the 
tortuoisity of the diffusion path by the presence of 
Since overlapping activation energies are reported for 
oxygen diffusion and water diffusion through polymers~ 
tests for oxygen transport acro~s a 2sµm polybutadiene 
, n 
•!:a • 0 
f i 1 rr, , ..r..h? r· e p e r f or me d [ 4 2 ] i n a q u e o u s so 1 u t i on as de c r i be d 
by Leidheiser and Bilder (25]. Preliminary results show 
that after 24 hours at 3o•c there was no detectable 
<;""' 
oxygen transport across the film under a concentration 
gradient in both distilled water and 0.5M KCl (the oxygen 
cnncentration gradients are created by purging argon 
throuoh half of the test cell for distilled water and by 
u -=· i n g O • 0 0 5t·,1 -:t. r, d O • 5t·1 K (: 1 i n e a c h t e -=· t c e 1 1 f c, r- t h e 1 a t t e r· 
ca.se) • Based on delamination results, one would expect 









oxygen transport after approximately 10 hours in solution 
at this temperature if oxygen diffusion through the film 
is the rate controlling reaction. 
Any of the discussed diffusional processes could be the 
rate 1 imiting reaction. However, water diffusion or 
sorption in the polymer is believed to be the most 
c r i t i c a 1 de 1 am i n a t i on r a t e c on t r o l 1 i n g p r o c e s s t 1 , 7 , 9 J • 
The activat.ion . or••-.""1·g I PS 
._ ··-=- -
de t e rm i n e d i n t h i s. s t •J d y a r e ·-
consistent with a rate process of water diffusion through 
t h e p o 1 ym e r· • 
An increase in temperature disrupts the structure "making" 
properties of the ion because of thermal agitation. In 
essence the alkali metal cation solutions tend toward 
identical physical behavior with increase in temperature 
as shown in Table 4~2 by the relative viscosities and 
by Wang [43] who shows a trend toward convergence of 
1 imitinc diffusion coefficients with iricreasinc 
- -
temperature for Li+, Na+, K+, and Cs+. 
Little information is available concerning the effect of 
ions, both cation and anion, on water diffusion through 
polymer coatings. Oyabu et.al .[44] determined the 






polymer coating follows a trend identical to bulk 
rnigr-ation properties, that is, LiCl <NaCl< KCl. This 
behavior is expected based on the metal cation hydration 
sphere which ilso affects the diffusion of oxygen through 
polymers [25]. One can assume that water is affected 
similar manner which is also dependent on the bulk 
• 1n a 
properties of the electrolytic solutions. Any narrowing 
of the dissimilaritis between solutions, that is by 
increasing temperature, also narrows the difference in 
delamination behavior. 
In summary, the activation energies for the delamination 
process as determined in this study are consistent with a 
_rate limiting process that i:. dependent upon the diffusion 
of water through the coating. This consistency, however, 
is not proof that the rate controlling process is the 











CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
. . 
1 • Ge n e r a 1 1 y , de 1 am i n a t i on r a t e s i n O • 5M a 1 I< a 1 i me t a 1 
I 
chloride solutions . 1 ncr·ease in the order Li Cl , l'JaCl , KCl , 
RbCl and CsCl from 8 to 73•c and the delay times 
increase in the opposite order. As the test temperature 
is increased, both the delay times ~and delamination rates 
start to converge toward similar values for all solutions; 
the delay times yield the greatest change with temperature 
and are essentially equal at 53 and 73•c for all 
solutions. 
2. The delamination area grows elliptically with the 
major axis always in the direction of the unidirectional 
abrasion 1 ines. At temperatures greater than 35•c, 
the delamination area shape is relatively constant for all 
electrolyte solutions. The elliptical growth is a result 
of (a) a~isotropic lateral diffusion or (b) anisotropic 
chemical potential gradient across the coating due to 
nonuniform wetting under the coating. 
3. Cathodic polarization curves of abraded low carbon 
steel in 0.5M solutions of LiCl, NaCl and KCl are not 
significantly different. Thus catalytic activity cannot 
• 
explain the_ differences in delamination. The differences 
are attributable to the alKal i metal cation's hydration 
sphere affecting diffusion through the coating. 
4. Arrhenius plots of delaminatiori rate, inverse delay 
times, and lengthening rate (minor) all behave 1 inearly 
over the temperature range, 8 to 73ac. Activation 
energies calculated form these plots yield values in the 
range 10-12 Kcal/mole which is consistent with water 
diffusion through the coating as the rate 1 imiting 
pr~ocess. The magnitude of the activation energy is 
generally higher the larger the hydration number. Thus 
activation enerQies oenerally decrease in the order LiCl > 
- -






CHAPTER t .. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES 
i . Th e r- e ~. u 1 t s c. f t h i s s t •J d y a. r· e c on s i =· t e n t ,..._, i t h ~ .... , a. t e r· 
d i ff u s i c, n t h , .. o u g h t h e c o a t i n g as t t-, e r· a t e 1 i rr, i t i n .Q p r o c e s s 
for cathodic delamination. Yet, the delamination shape 
dependent on the surface roughness which seems 
inconsistent with diffusion through the coating as rate 
. 
IS 
1 imi ting. Thus a study on the effect of surface roughness 
on delamination behavior may differentiate between the 
importance of lateral mioration and diffusion through the 
coating of reactants. 
2. Continue the research on oxygen diffusion through 
polymer films in the presence of cations ,n aqueous 
solutions leadinq to a determination of the activation 
e n e r g y • D a t· a i n t h e 1 i t e r· a. t u r· e f c, r· ox >" g e n d i f f u s i c, n a r· e 
1 imited to partial pressure oradients across the film 
which may not be applicable to coatings in aqueous 
sc• l u t i on. 
< 
3. The effect of ions, such as Li+, Na+, K+~ Mg++, Cl-
a.nd Br-, on water uptake by polymers should be studied, 
,,, 
, 









4. Hydrated alkali metal cations dec.rease the diffusion 
of oxygen through films under an applied potential 
relative to diffusion without a potenti~l. 
,j i ff us ion is affected similarly, then presoakinc test 
-
samples in solution prior to polarization, should have a 
larger effect on delay times than on delamination rates. 
Thus a ~tudy of the effect of presoaking on delamination 
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